
“Document Review Software that raises the bar in eDiscovery”
  
Chris Dale

leading eDiscovery consultant & author of the eDisclosure Information Project

iCONECT-XERA® Predictive Review
Simple. E�cient. E�ective.

PROGRESS TRACKING
Easily track project goals with iVIEW® Data 
Visualizer and review extensive metrics, 
through the life of the project.

SMART IDENTIFICATION OF DOCUMENTS
Begin your review with XERA’s identification of 
unique documents to e�ciently teach the system 
how to predictively code up to 99% of the database. 
No subject matter expert is required to identify 
training documents (seeds).

SIMPLE SETUP
Use the Predictive Review folder 
template (which includes multiple issues) 
and the project setup wizard to quickly 
set up and manage your project. 

For today’s complex matters and increased document volumes, the Predictive Review wizard 
automates the predictive review process and management to help ensure no critical 
steps are missed.

ANALYTICS
Enabling iCONECT-XERA Predictive 
Review is a simple process that 
requires minimal IT resources.

INTUITIVE CODING IDENTIFICATION
Transluscent tags indicate that an issue has 
scored high enough to be predictively coded. 
A system confidence bar gives the reviewer 
instant feedback to help determine which 
documents – and how – to engage.
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Benefits of iCONECT-XERA Predictive Review

EFFORTLESS SETUP
Use folder templates and an intuitive wizard to begin your predictive review project with 
confidence, and stay in sync with client and project needs.

STREAMLINED ISSUE IDENTIFICATION AND REVIEW
Easily classify and review a document for multiple issues, saving the need for multiple 
reviews of the same document per issue.

INTUITIVE REVIEW FEEDBACK
Reduce and simplify review with smart document identification. Utilize iCONECT-XERA's 
unique confidence bar to help determine relevance, as well as soft checks that guide 
reviewers with predictive coding suggestions.

BUILT-IN
Predictive Review is built right into the iCONECT-XERA interface, minimizing user 
training and enabling you to take advantage of the platform’s intuitive workflow without 
using a di�erent interface.

LEVERAGE XMPLAR®
Using the power of Xmplar, iCONECT’s “custom find similar” functionality, identify only 
the portions of a document that matter: create a sample document from documents 
outside the collection, or from anecdotal input.

COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING
Monitor how expected metrics and scores are met or exceeded using iVIEW Data 
Visualizer, which displays charts and graphs that can be shared with team members to 
monitor progress.

POWERED by PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
iCONECT-XERA’s Predictive Review is powered by a world leader that provides analytics 
indexing technology delivering solid and defensible results, giving project managers 
and end users with confidence in the workflow.

ON DEMAND
iCONECT-XERA Predictive Review is licensed on demand. Available as enterprise or per 
project pricing, you have the flexibility to include Predictive Review in projects that can 
most benefit.

iCONECT continues to raise the bar as an industry leader with its intuitive iCONECT-XERA interface.  

Built-in enhanced advanced analytics continues iCONECT’s tradition of pioneering ground-breaking 

software.  iCONECT o�ers the superior document review tool for the eDiscovery industry.

Predictive Coding is a game 

changer in eDiscovery. 

Advanced technology coupled 

with human expertise and a 

sound workflow whittles the 

document collection to its 

essential parts (relevant 

documents or issues), 

predictively coding relevant 

documents and issues in a 

collection. 

Leveraging powerful machine 

learning technology with the 

intuitive workflow designed into 

iCONECT-XERA’s Predictive 

Review, you can dramatically 

reduce time and cost associated 

with legal discovery and the 

review process.


